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Schedule an Appointment 

Get an online second opinion from one of our experts without having to leave your home.
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            Living Donor Kidney Transplantation
            Waiting on the transplant waitlist is not the only option available to kidney failure patients. A living donor can give one of their healthy kidneys to a transplant patient and end their long wait for treatment.




            


            
                
                    How to Prepare for Kidney Transplant Surgery

We help patients going through the kidney transplant process every day. Although everyone's experience is different, we are experts in each step of the process and are dedicated to helping you through your unique journey.

The Day of Your Kidney Transplant

Arrive early at the hospital. You may need to undergo some additional tests and evaluations before surgery.

Most transplant patients stay in the hospital four to 10 days. Living donation transplants are usually discharged sooner, after two to three days. Before going home, kidney transplant patients receive extensive education about the medicines they will need to take and other self-care habits they will need to adopt.



What to Expect After Your Kidney Transplant Surgery


Regular Post-Transplant Clinic Appointments


We need to keep a close watch on you for a full year to make sure your kidney is doing well. For the first few months after your kidney transplant, you will probably need to come back to the clinic a few days a week. You will need to have various labs done to make sure your body is accepting your new kidney. As your condition stabilizes, your clinic visits will decrease.


Anti-Rejection Medicines


You will need to take anti-rejection medicines for the life of your transplanted kidney. Your regular health care provider will help you manage your medications and lifestyle changes.
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                Kidney Transplant Coordinators

                
We help our patients be as prepared as possible throughout their transplant experience. A kidney transplant coordinator works with each patient to schedule appointments and provide support before and after surgery. The transplant coordinator serves as your personal advocate and is always there to address any questions or concerns. Spanish-speaking patients can work with a bilingual transplant coordinator.

We encourage patients to discuss questions about their treatment plan. Our team will be available to advise patients on all aspects of their care, including tests, procedures, medications, diet and lifestyle.

                    	Virtual Kidney Transplant Education
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                        UChicago Medicine will offer first-of-its-kind drug for metabolic liver disease
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                        First-of-its-kind medication shows promise for liver disease patients
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                        Updating allocation algorithms could help donor hearts reach the transplant patients who need them most
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                        Nearly 200 UChicago Medicine, UChicago Medicine Medical Group and Comer Children's physicians named to Chicago magazine's 2024 Top Docs list
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                        Microbiome insights found in poop help predict infections in liver transplant patients
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                        Fatty liver disease gets a new name
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                        Finding an organ transplant center that’s right for you
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                        ‘Too many more years to live’: Tinley Park woman becomes living donor for husband needing kidney transplant
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                        Living liver donation: A father’s life-saving gift
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